'Editing'. 'Performance'. 'Texts'. These terms triangulate the basic coordinates of play reading, since every text is an edited text, and all printed playtexts can be linked to some kind of performance -actual or imagined, remembered or forgotten. Within this triangulated space, a reader's engagement with a play's performance potential will be influenced by numerous factors: the particular edition being read, and this edition's representations of performance in its edited text and supplementary materials; an editor's determination to draw attention to specific matters or questions related to performance; the reader's own interest in utilizing the information (and lack thereof) on the page to contemplate the possibilities of the stage, as well as the reader's personal memories of a play's performance history and familiarity with the recorded memories of others. Facilitating the remembering or imagining of performance is thus the printed playtext's gift and challenge: through dialogue and stage directions as well as supplementary material such as commentary notes, performance histories in introductions, illustrations and photographs, active readers can gain or enhance an understanding of the interpretive energies that must be brought to bear on a playtext to help realize a performance, even as they are simultaneously made aware that actual performances can never be anticipated, recovered or recaptured by the text in a definitive way. This undeniable inability of playtexts to fully account for performance contributes, I think, to the ossification of the well-worn binaries of text/performance and page/ stage that are used to classify the printed edition and performed event as fundamentally incongruous modes of dramatic realization. The fragments of performance that can be read back into the text will amount to a necessarily impoverished, incomplete version of what has happenedor might happen -on stage, but in what follows I would like to utilize certain threads from Troilus and Cressida to highlight the complex interconnectedness of text and performance. Reading a play involves facing the limitations of textual and memorial archives, of uncovering mere remnants of performance that tantalize the existence of a greater whole, and yet these limits might best be thought of as critically productive rather than restrictive. Put differently, reading through -and towardthe remains of performance can yield rememberings that in their very fragmentation and incompleteness are representative of theatre's deep foundations in memorial processes.
Letters torn, lost, and re-imagined
I am drawn to Troilus and Cressida because it dramatizes a number of important concepts in this chapter, the first being the way in which performance is fundamentally irrecoverable. Near the end of the play, a distraught Troilus is desperate for battle, eager to have 'venomed vengeance ride upon [his] sword' (5.3.47); as an 'Alarum' sounds, he is met by Pandarus, who brings a letter from 'yond poor girl' (5.3.99), Cressida.
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Pandarus hands over the letter and then gives a brief summary of the ailments that torment his body; presumably, this gratuitous litany of aches and pains buys some time so that an audience can see Troilus reading Cressida's letter silently to himself. Pandarus then gets back to the matter at hand, asking the question that is likely on the minds of most theatre and reading audiences as well: 'What says she there? ' (5.3. 105-6 ). Troilus's response is unexpected and provocative:
Words, words, mere words, no matter from the heart. Th'effect doth operate another way. Go, wind, to wind, there turn and change together. My love with words and errors still she feeds, But edifies another with her deeds. 
